We describe a library to compute various types of Green's tensor for three-dimensional electromagnetic scattering calculations. This library includes the retarded and non-retarded (quasi-static) Green's tensors for infinite homogeneous space and the non-retarded Green's tensor associated with a surface. Both standard and filtered Green's tensor can be computed. Filtered Green's tensor can be used to accurately investigate high permittivity scatterers with the coupled-dipole approximation.
Has the code been vectorized or parallelized?:
No. Parallelization should rather be used in the scattering program when calling LIBG3D
No. of bytes in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 27 882
Distribution format: tar gzip file
CPC Program Library subprograms used: none
Keywords: Quasi-static approximation, Greens' tensor technique, filtered Green's tensor, high permittivity particles, two-layers medium
Nature of physical problem
Computation of the Green's tensor G(r, r ), i.e. of the field radiated at the observation point r by three orthogonal source dipoles located at r . This dyadic is computed both for free space and for a surface in the quasi-static limit. Further, the so-called filtered Green's tensor, which increases the application range of the coupled-dipole approximation to higher permittivity scatterers can also be computed [1] .
Method of solution
Analytical expressions from the free space Green's tensor are combined to obtain the electrostatic Green's tensor associated with a surface. For the filtered Green's tensor, a spectral approach, with integration in complex space is used [2, 3] .
Restrictions on the complexity of the problem: none
Typical running time 0.62 sec to compute the filtered Green's tensor associated with a surface, for 500 source-observation pairs. LONG WRITE-UP
Unusual features of the program: none
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Introduction
The Green's tensor G(r, r ) plays a key role in computational electromagnetics, wherever an integral formulation is used [1] [2] [3] . This dyadic is, for example, utilized for computing the field scattered by dielectric objects in free space [4] [5] [6] or embedded in a stratified background [7] ; or for investigating radiating structures such as patch antennas [8] . In both types of calculations, an integral formulation is used, leading to a very efficient numerical scheme where only the elements that differ from the background must be discretized. Like this, in the radiating structure case, only the metalizations on which the electric currents flow must be discretized. For the scattering calculation, only the scatterers must be discretized. In this way the number of unknowns remains quite limited, compared to other techniques such as finite differences time domain (FDTD) [9] or finite elements [10] , where the entire geometry must be discretized. Another benefit of this integral formulation is the automatic and perfect fulfillment of the boundary conditions at the edge of the computation window, which are already included in the Green's tensor [6, 11] .
The library described in this paper can be used to compute the Green's tensor associated with an infinite homogeneous space and with a surface in the non-retarded (or quasi-static) limit. Analytical formulae exist for this dyadic and its implementation is straightforward. This is not the case for another class of Green's tensor that we recently introduced. This so-called filtered Green's tensor provides a much more accurate solution when high permittivity scatterers are at hand [12, 13] . Unfortunately it is more difficult to compute and the primary purpose of our library is to provide an implementation for this filtered Green's tensor.
The underlying theory is briefly described in Section 2. The different subroutines in the library are described in Section 3 and test runs are presented in Section 4.
Theory
Many scattering problems can be successfully analyzed using the Fredholm equation of 2nd kind
for the electric field E(r) scattered by the three-dimensional (3D) scatterer of relative permittivity ε(r) illuminated with the incident field E 0 (r) [6, 7] . In Eq. (1), ε(r ) is the dielectric contrast between the scatterer and the surrounding medium. It is given by ε(r) = ε(r) − ε B where ε B is the background permittivity. k 0 is the wavenumber in vacuum. The kernel G(r, r ) in Eq. (1) is the Green's tensor associated with the background where the scatterer is placed. This dyadic takes the form
and has a very simple physical interpretation: G ij is the i-component of the electric field at the observation point r generated by an electric dipole located at r and oriented along the j -axis. The dyadic G(r, r ) diverges for r = r . Therefore, whenever both r and r are inside the scatterer volume V, the principal value must be taken for the integral in Eq. (1) and the singularity of the Green's tensor must be treated separately, as described in Ref. [6] . Eq. (1) becomes then
where the infinitesimal volume δV centred at the point r is used to exclude the singularity. To solve Eq. (3) numerically, the volume of the scatterer is discretized into N cells. Introducing V i and r i for the volume, respectively the position of the centre of cell i, we can define E(r)| r∈V i ≈ E i = E(r i ) and
Like this Eq. (3) can be rewritten as a dense system of linear equations,
with
Different approximations can be found in the literature for the self-term M i [14] . LIBG3D returns the value of M i obtained by mapping the mesh i onto a sphere, as described in Ref. [6] . The source dyadic L depends on the exclusion volume shape and is tabulated in Refs. [6, 15] . For completeness, it can also be obtained from LIBG3D.
In the next, we consider non-magnetic materials (µ = µ 0 ) and assume an exp(−iωt) time dependence.
Regular Green's tensor for an infinite homogeneous 3D background
Green's tensor G B (r, r ) for an infinite homogeneous 3D background medium ε B is well known. In our notation, explained in [6] , it is given by
In Eq. (6), 1 is the unit dyad, R = |R| = |r − r | the relative distance between source and observation points and k B the wave number in the background medium.
Non-retarded Green's tensor for an infinite homogeneous 3D background
For the quasi-static case, which can be used for low dimension systems, the Green's tensor associated with an infinite homogeneous 3D background medium is obtained from Eq. (6) with k B → 0 [13] . It is given by,
Note that the 1/R and 1/R 2 terms in G B have now disappeared in the electrostatic limit.
Non-retarded Green's tensor for a two-layers background
In Ref. [13] we derived the non-retarded (or quasi-static) Green's tensor for a two-layers background from the exact, retarded formulation.
In that case, the Green's tensor depends on the source-observer configuration (see Fig. 1 ). For z 0, z < 0 we have:
For z 0 and z 0 we have:
In Eqs. (8) and (9), G 2 qs (r, r ) is given by Eq. (7) with k B = k 2 . In Eq. (9) the minus sign, respectively the plus sign, refers to horizontal (x-, y-directed), respectively vertical (z-directed) sources. The vector r determines the location of an image source as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) .
For z < 0 and z < 0 we have:
And for z < 0 and z 0: In Eqs. (10) and (11), G 1 qs (r, r ) is given by Eq. (7) with k B = k 1 . In Eq. (10) the plus sign, respectively the minus sign, is associated with horizontal, respectively vertical sources.
Regular filtered Green's tensor for an infinite 3D background
Simple analytical formulae exist for the above discussed Green's tensors. This is not the case for the socalled filtered Green tensor, which we introduced in Ref. [16] to handle high permittivity scatterers. The filtering procedure is based on the sampling theory and is performed in Fourier space as described in detail in Ref. [16] . The interested reader is referred to that article for derivation details; we shall only give final results in the present paper.
The filtered Green's tensor for an infinite homogeneous medium takes the form:
In Eqs. (13)- (16), g B is the scalar Green's function associated with an infinite homogeneous medium of permittivity ε B . In the above equations
and Ci
, where Ci and Si are cosine integral and sine integral. Parameter k F depends on the mesh lattice and its optimal value has been derived in [16] : k F = π/rmesh, where rmesh is the side of the mesh (the filtered coupled-dipole approximation relies implicitly on a cubic discretization mesh [16] ).
Non-retarded filtered Green's tensor for an infinite 3D background
From Eq. (12) it is possible to derive a quasi-static approximation for the filtered Green's tensor, as explained in detail in Ref. [17] . This leads to
where
and
Non-retarded filtered Green's tensor for a two-layers background
The formulae for the non-retarded filtered Green's tensor associated with a two-layers background are identical to Eqs. (8)- (11), with the quasi-static Green's tensor replaced by the filtered Green's tensor given in Section 2.5.
Program description
In this section we describe all the procedures included in this library. The code consists of 8 subroutines plus a main program that can be used for test purposes.
Test program TESTG3D
The main program TESTG3D provides an example on how to call the different subroutines necessary for the calculations of the various Green's tensor types. In a first step, this program reads the input file DATA, where the type of Green's tensor must be specified by the user, by attributing a value to the variable ityp, as described in Table 1 . On the second line of DATA, one gives the free-space wavelength wavel. Note that the wavelength determines all the units in the program (i.e. if wavel is given in nanometre, all dimensions are then implicitly in nanometres). The third line of DATA gives the background complex permittivity cepsBa = ε B , as defined in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) . The next two lines concern the source and observation points, and must be written as x, y, z triplets. The next parameter of DATA is rmesh, which is used for the computation of the filtered Green's tensor. This parameter must be chosen smaller than the wavelength, typically λ 4 [16] . The last parameter is the permittivity of the surface cepsSu = ε S ; this parameter is defined in Fig. 1(b) . Note that it is not used when the free space Green's tensor is computed. Table 2 gives an example of DATA file for calculating the quasi-static Green's tensor (ityp = 3) associated with a two-layers medium with ε 2 = 1 and ε 1 = 4, for r = (5 [nm] , 0, 0) and r = (0, 0, −25 [nm]), at a 500 [nm] vacuum wavelength.
The main program TESTG3D first calls an initialization subroutine called G3Dini, to initialize some parameters passed to the other subroutines via common. To include our library in a scattering code, it is mandatory that the initialization subroutine G3Dini is called first.
Then the main program calls the subroutine G3D, which returns the desired Green's tensor. Note that the subroutine G3Dini must only be called once for a given set of parameters wavel, cepsBa, cepsSu. The subroutine G3D can then be called as many times as one wishes for different r, r pairs. Finally TESTG3D calls G3DM and G3DL, which return the self term M and the source dyadic L used in Eq. (4) for the treatment of the singularity with the principal value.
Subroutines G3Dini, G3D, G3DM and G3DL are described in detail in the next sections.
Subroutine G3Dini
G3Dini is called from TESTG3D with CALL G3Dini(wavel,cepsBa,cepsSu), where wavel, cepsBa, cepsSu are defined in Table 2 . Several parameters are defined in this subroutine and transmitted to other subroutines via common. The common has the following form:
common/G3Dcom/pi,cj,cepsB,cepsS,ckB,ckB2,ckS,ckS2 and the parameters are defined in Table 3 and Fig. 1 . Note that cepsBa, respectively cepsSu are passed in the common as cepsB, respectively cepsS.
Subroutine G3D
G3D is called with G3D(ityp,r,rp,cG,rmesh). This routine returns the 3 × 3 matrix cG which includes the nine components of the selected Green's tensor as described in Eq. (2), for a source point located at rp = r and a field point at r = r. The parameter rmesh is only used if ityp = 4, 5 or 6 (filtered cases). The routine G3D is divided into six parts corresponding to the six Green's tensor types defined in Table 1 .
If ityp = 1, subroutine G3D calls the subroutine G1, which calculates the regular Green's tensor associated with an homogeneous infinite background, as given by Eq. (6). Table 2 Example of DATA file 3 ! ityp (Green's tensor type) 500.d0 ! wavel (wavelength) (1.d0, 0.d0) ! cepsBa (permittivity of the background) 0.d0, 0.d0, −25.d0 ! x',y',z' (coordinates of the source point) 5.d0, 0.d0, 0.d0 ! x,y,z (coordinates of the observation point) 20.d0 ! rmesh (mesh lattice) (4.d0, 0.d0) ! cepsSu (permittivity of the surface) Table 3 Parameters passed as common
For itype = 2, G3D calls the subroutine G1QS, which evaluates the non-retarded (quasi-static) Green's tensor associated with an infinite homogeneous background, which expression is given by Eq. (7).
If itype = 3, the quasi-static Green's tensor associated with a two-layers medium must be evaluated. As shown in Section 2.3, the expression for this Green's tensor depends on the source-observer configuration. A test over the source and observation points location is made and the Green's tensor evaluated by introducing Eq. (7) (whose value is given by subroutine G1QS) into Eqs. (8)- (11) .
The value ityp = 4 is selected for the calculation of the regular filtered Green's tensor associated with an homogeneous infinite background. In this case G3D calls the subroutine G2 which evaluates Eq. (12) .
For ityp = 5 (quasi-static filtered Green's tensor for an homogeneous infinite background), G3D calls the subroutine G2QS, which returns the value of Eq. (20).
Finally, for ityp = 6, the procedure is similar to the case ityp = 3 and Eq. (20) (whose value is given by subroutine G2QS) is introduced into Eqs. (8)- (11).
Subroutine G1
Subroutine G1(cG,ck,ck2,dx,dy,dz,dr,dr2) returns the matrix cG corresponding to the regular Green's tensor associated with an homogeneous infinite background given by Eq. (6) .
The value of ck depends on the value of parameter ityp. For ityp = 1, 2, 4 and 5, ck = ckB (see Table 3 and Fig. 1(a) ) and ck2 = ckB2. For ityp = 3 and 6, the value of ck depends on the observer location. For an observation point inside the upper medium (r 0) (see Fig. 1(b) ), ck = ckB and ck2 = ckB2) while for an observer inside the lower medium (r < 0, ck = ckS and ck2 = ckS2, Fig. 1(b) ).
Parameters dx,dy,dz,dr,dr2 are defined as follows dx = dx = x − x , dy = dy = y − y , dz = dz = z − z , dr = dr = (dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 ) 1/2 and dr2 = dr 2 , where (x, y, z), respectively (x , y , z ) are the observer (field point), respectively source coordinates defined in Table 2 .
Subroutine G1QS
Subroutine G1QS(cG,ck2,dx,dy,dz,dr,dr2) evaluates the quasi-static Green's tensor associated with an homogeneous infinite background given by Eq. (7). The parameters are the same as the one of routine G1.
Subroutine G2
Subroutine G2(cG,ck,ck2,dx,dy,dz,dr,dr2,rmesh) evaluates the regular filtered Green's tensor associated with an homogeneous infinite background given by Eq. (12) . The parameter rmesh defines k F which is used in the filtering process (Eqs. (12)- (19) and (20)- (26)).
Subroutine G2QS
Subroutine G2QS(cG,ck2,dx,dy,dz,dr,dr2,rmesh) calculates the quasi-static filtered Green's tensor associated with an homogeneous infinite background given by Eq. (20). It has the same parameters as subroutine G2.
Subroutine G3DM
Subroutine G3DM(ityp,r,cM,rmesh) returns the 3 × 3 matrix cM associated with the self-term M as defined by Eq. (5). The parameters ityp,r and rmesh) have been defined in Section 3.3.
Subroutine G3DL
Subroutine G3DL(ityp,r,cL) returns the 3 × 3 matrix cL corresponding to the source dyadic L which enters in Eq. (4) for the singularity of Green's dyadic.
Test run
For the test run we consider the input file DATA given in Section 3.1 (see Table 2 ). In this file we select in turn the six different values of ityp. For ityp = 1, 2, 4 and 5, the background is an infinite homogeneous medium with permittivity ε B = 1. For ityp = 3 and 6, the background consists of a two-layers medium with upper, respectively lower permittivity ε B = ε 2 = 1, respectively ε S = ε 1 = 4. For these two configurations of the Fig. 2(a) and quasi-static xx-component of the Green's tensor for the geometry depicted in Fig. 2(b) . Fig. 4 . Rigorous and quasi-static filtered xx-component of the Green's tensor for the geometry depicted in Fig. 2(a) and quasi-static filtered xx-component of the Green's tensor for the geometry depicted in Fig. 2(b) . In Fig. 3 , we show the xx-component (1) of the regular Green's tensor for an infinite homogeneous background (ityp = 1), (2) of the quasi-static Green's tensor for the same background (ityp = 2), (3) of the quasi-static Green's tensor associated with a surface (ityp = 3).
In Fig. 4 we show the results for the filtered cases, i.e. setting in turn ityp = 4, ityp = 5, ityp = 6, in the DATA file.
